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1. presentation

Monarchy administration in Bosnia and Herzegovina
•After a decision of Berlin Congress (1878), Austro-Hungary was granted the
right to territorial administration of Bosnia and Herzegovina
•Benjamin von Kállay, Joint Finance minister- promising diplomat with clear
political visions for B＆H
•Kállay’s political vision of B＆H: based on social, welfare, economic and
cultural transformation
•Cultural politic and cultural mission - important part of the strategy
(establishment of a press/ newspapers, schools; foundation of
educational, scientific and cultural institutions; etc.)

Aspects of musical activity:
•
•
•
•
•

Composing in B＆H (Bosanska Krajina region)
Military orchestras
Singing societies
Music education (music schools, music in schools, etc.)
Musical life in general (ensambles, concerts,
performances)

Composing in the region of Bosanska Krajina

• First composers:
- Who were they?
- What did they compose (forms, style)?
- The reception of their work?
• Other (later) composers

Composing in the region of Bosanska Krajina
• First concert of classical music
in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(31. May 1881, Banja Luka)

Bosansko Hercegovacke Novine, 2nd June 1881, review of a concert

Composing in the region of Bosanska Krajina

Local newspapers
review of the first
concert of classical
music held 31st May
1881 in Banja Luka.
Positive reviews and
praise for Milena
Mrazovic's piano
playing.

Bosansko Hercegovacke Novine, 2nd June 1881, review of a concert

Composing in the region of Bosanska Krajina

Concert musicians:

Concert program:

- 78. Infantry Regiment's
Military Orchestra
- Milena Mrazovic - piano
- J. Vidic - recital
- First lieutenant Woda - bariton
- Sagner - voice
- Dr. Unterlugauer - voice
- Steinmez - voice

- Mendelssohn, Wedding march
(78.Regiment's Orchestra)
- R.Wagner, Rienzi Overture,
for piano 4 hands (Mrazovic, Woda)
- J.D. Alard, Faust Fantasie for 4 voices
(Steinmez, Dr. Unterlugauer, Sagner, Woda)
- F.Liszt, Reminiscences de Lucia di Lammermoor
(Mrazovic)
- Recital (Vidic)
- E.Šrutek, Suve suze, Song with quartet
(Woda)
- C. Czerny, Concerto for Piano Four- Hands and
Orchestra Op.153 (Mrazovic, Woda)

Milena Mrazovic Preindlsberger
(Bjelovar 1863 - Vienna 1927)
- First woman journalist in B＆H
- First woman editor and publisher of
the Bosnische Post newspaper
- Correspondent of the Telegraph
Correspondence Bureau in Vienna
- Editor of the Austrian radio;collaborated
with almost all newspapers published in the
German language
- Reichspost current corresponder under a
pseudonym 'Milan'
- Since 1889 first woman - member of
Anthropological Society of the AustroHungarian Monarchy in Vienna

Milena Mrazovic Preindlsberger
(Bjelovar 1863 - Vienna 1927)
- Published several books about B＆H life,
about the position of women in the society,
the town and the village at that time
(Selam 1893, Bosnisches Skizzenbuch 1900;
Bosnische Volksmäerchen 1905;
Grabesfenster 1906; Bosnische Ostbahn
1908; Bosnisches Skizzenbuch 1909; etc.)
- Her books were translated to other laguages
(english, russian)
- one of the founders of The National Museum
Sarajevo ( Bosnisch-Hercegovinisches
Landesmuseum) in 1888.

Milena Mrazovic Preindlsberger
(Bjelovar 1863 - Vienna 1927)
- educated in Budapest
- piano player and first woman composer
- composed small piano forms
- her compositions are the earliest
compositional pieces in B＆H:
- Württemberg Marsch op. 10 (1879–1882) of
Wilhelm Herzog von Württemberg, military
general, published in Doblinger edition,
Vienna.
- Osmanische Mazurka op. 11 and Bosnia.
Polka Françaize, published 1882 in Jos. Eberl
edition in Vienna.

Milena Mrazovic Preindlsberger

-Very active in organisation
of concerts and cultural
events in B＆H
- Active in musical life as
pianist, composer,
organiser, sponsor

Milena Mrazovic Preindlsberger
Austro - Hungarian press about her death:
- Salzburger Chronik, 22nd January 1927
- Reichspost, 23rd January 1927
- Reichspost, 25th January 1927
- Wiener Salonblatt, 6th February 1927
- Reichspost, 13th February 1927

Frantisek Matĕjovskỳ
(Nehanice, Czech 1871–Sarajevo, 1938)
- educated at Prague Conservatory
- lives and works in Banja Luka (Bosanska Krajina)
from 1900 - 1905; 1914 - 1915.
- the most significant person in the development
of the musical life of Banja Luka and the region
- very active as conductor, music teacher, concert
organizer, composer, accompanist.
- establishes the first school of music in 1902.
- since 1905 - 1914; 1915 - 1938 lives in Sarajevo

Frantisek Matĕjovskỳ
- In 1914, returnes to Banja Luka; with his wife, Mara Matejovsky workes
very actively in the development of the musical life; reopens musical school,
organizes many concerts, conducts,
plays and composes.
Conductor of Croation Singing society Nada, Banjaluka; Serbian Singing
society Sloga, Sarajevo; founder of many other singing societies (Muslim
Singing society Fadilet, Banjaluka 1909, etc.)
After 1918. active in Sarajevo as kapellmeister, opera conductor, composer.
Died in Sarajevo in 1938.

Frantisek Matĕjovskỳ
Matejovsky's legacy is in Historical Archive Sarajevo
(16 boxes, uncomplete and unsorted)
- Matejovsky composed around 130 compositions of the various
forms: vocal music, instrumental music, vocal-instrumental
music, chamber music, music for theatre, solo songs,
choir compositions, church music, many arrangements of folk
and other songs, etc.
His music is in a late-Romantic style of a kind present in South Slavic
countries in the early 20th century with often use of
traditional folk
elements of the different nations of Bosnia and Herzegovina, creating socalled 'national style'.
Most of his compositions were never published and/or recorded.

Frantisek Matĕjovskỳ

Kyrie for mixed choir and organ, manuscript

Frantisek Matĕjovskỳ

II Rukovet for mixed choir and orchestra, based on folk themes

Frantisek Matĕjovskỳ

Plevna Marche for orchestra

Frantisek Matĕjovskỳ

''...Franjo Matejovsky's compositions , by its technical and professional characteristics,

undoubtedly exceed the average, especially the average of his time and cultural
circumstances that were then ruled by these regions. He was talented, he was educated, ...
but his compositional work was the result of a necessary compromise, caused by the
circumstances in which he always had oscillated between the taste and the needs/demands of
the environment,... as well as the possibilities of the performers and ensembles for which he
wrote.'' (Z.Verunica, 1996: 25)

Other composers active in Bosanska Krajina region

Mara, born Hornunz Matĕjovskỳ
- educated at the conservatory
- pianist, singer, accompanist, music teacher and composer
- as František Matějovský wife - very active in all aspects of the musical life in
Banja Luka and Sarajevo.
- composed pieces for the piano, solo songs, transcriptions and arrangements
on traditional folk themes.
Her manuscripts (uncomplete) are, as part of the legacy of her husband Franjo
Matějovský, in Historical Archive Sarajevo.

Mara, born Hornunz Matĕjovskỳ

Otkud tebi, lepa Maro, folk song

Other composers active in Bosnia and Herzegovina

There are several composers active in the B＆H region, indirectly or directly
connected to Bosanska Krajina region through the contacts, cooperation and
activities of various singing societies:
Aleksa Šantic (Mostar, B＆H 1868 - Mostar 1924)
Bogomir Kačerovskỳ (Litomyšl, Czech 1873 - Zagreb, Croatia 1945)
Šandor Bosiljevac (Karlovac, Croatia 1860 - Hvar, Croatia 1918)
There are also several composers of church music, Franciscan church priests:
Fra Sebastijan Franković (Dubrovnik, Croatia 1800 - Ivanjska by Banja Luka
1864)
Stjepan Hadrović (Vrhovac, Croatia 1863 - Pale by Sarajevo 1934)

Composers after 1918 active in Bosanska Krajina
region
Period between the two world wars was very active in compositional as well as
musical life in general in the Bosanska Krajina region.
Most of musicians and composers were Czech musicians:
Jaroslav Plecity (Kladno, Czech 1910 - Banja Luka 1961)
Josip Majer (Horosedla, Czech 1888 - Sarajevo 1965)
Josip Jiranek (Prag, Czech ? - Vinkovci, Croatia 1943)
Vlado Milosevic (Banja Luka 1910 - Banja Luka 1990), etc.

Composing in the region of Bosanska Krajina
Conclusion:
Compositional activity in Bosnia and Herzegovina until the middle of
the 20th century was occasional and non-systematic due to the lack of
cultural and educational institutions and professionally educated
domestic musicians. Therefore, foreign musicians, mostly czechs, had
a significant role as composers.
Professionally educated, they acted on the ground of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, thus represent e d the beginning of a national
compositional style expressed in a combination of "western" education
and local, folklore inspiration.
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